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Artnotes

Change is in the air— in Zimbabwe and at

Gallery magazine. A new editor takes over

in September and, though not my last

contribution, this is my last editorial.

These past six years of running Gallery have

been amongst the most enjoyable of my life

and there are many, many people to thank.

The magazine is a team effort, a joint

venture in the search for meaning through

art. It is the creativity of Zimbabwe's artists

that is the well-spring and origin of the

magazine. In a country with little art

education and, despite attempts, no "proper"

art school, the number, variety and quality of

local artists is continually astonishing.

Being able to experience their work and

share it through Gallery with a wider

audience has been a great joy and privilege.

To all the artists of Zimbabwe, thank you for

all you have given me. Your work, through

the pages of Gallery, has touched many

lives. To those I have driven crazy with

obtuse questions, my apologies. And to the

many who have not yet had their work

published in Gallery, good luck with the

new editor!

To the writers, whom I have cajolled,

harassed and often irritated with deadlines

and by alterations to their texts, my great

thanks for producing the material which has

filled the pages of Gallery. Your writings

have awoken people's deeper interest in the

contemporary art of Africa.

Over the years, readers have constantly

remarked on the outstanding design of

Gallery. This is entirely due to Myrtle

Mallis whose diligence and talent make the

magazine look so good. To Myrtle, my
warmest thanks for your support and

friendship without which the magazine

would have stuttered to a halt. As well as

the layout, many are surprised by the quality

of the reproductions and printing. For this 1

am indebted to Greg Gibba and the team at

Crystal Graphics and to everyone at

Bardwells Printers. Special thanks to

Kubakai for his endless patience and

attention to detail on the printing press,

often late into the night.

And where would Gallery be without the

essential work so willingly done by the staff

at Gallery Delta: the de-framing for

photographing, sticking of labels, writing

receipts, counting envelopes, packing

parcels, taking of messages etc etc etc.

Thank you to everyone who helped and

particularly to Gladys for always being there

and for the cups of coffee that quietly

appeared when most needed.

To photographers who came at odd hours for

odd assignments; to the few bookshops and

galleries willing to try to sell the magazine;

to Greg Shaw for his innovative School

Activity Sheets; to the readers and

subscribers without whose interest and

enthusiasm Gallery could not have

continued; to friends who saw me through

innumerable difficulties; and to my son who
survived a permanently impassioned and

distracted mother, thank you.

Art magazines everywhere in the world

depend on funding. At the outset it was

funding from Gallery Delta patrons that

enabled us to start at all. They trusted

enough to subscribe for a year in advance to

something that had not yet come into

existence! When that money ran out it was

Roy Lander at Anglo American who rescued

Gallery no 4 from non-appearance and

enabled us to go into the second year of

subscriptions. Rio Tinto Foundation also

came in at a desperate moment, despite this

being a project beyond their usual remit.

Apex Corporation has from the first till now
been a consistent supporter, their quarterly

cheques often keeping the bank account

open! Joerg Sorgenight generously donated

each year and Unesco and the

Commonwealth Foundation made all-

important contributions towards the

sponsored copies for art institutions

throughout Africa. Every cent from every

donor has been gratefully welcomed.

The greatest thanks for funding go to Hivos

without whose enthusiastic support the

magazine would certainly have folded (see

Artnotes in Gallery no 18.) Hivos clearly

recognises the role of culture in

development and directs its funds in a

practical way. They have always been open

to new ideas and forthright in their

approach. Most recently Hivos enabled two

Zimbabwean artists to work in The

Netherlands for two months and facilitated

Zimbabwean participation in a worldwide

video festival (see Gallery no 23). The pull-

out poster of graphic commentaries by Chaz

Maviyane-Davies in this issue is also Hivos-

funded.

Editing Gallery has been an extraordinary

opportunity, one for which 1 will always be

immensely grateful. From that Sunday

afternoon six years ago when Derek

Huggins first suggested a Gallery Delta

newsletter and asked me to edit, it has been

an ongoing challenge wi'h many rewards.

To Derek and Helen, m- 'eepest thanks for

the opportunity, for the ' es.sential

contribution and for the upport, even

when 1 caused crises and pushed them to the

limit!

I want to leave you with a quote from

George Steiner;

"Kafka proclaimed ... that we need not

waste our time on [art] which [does] not

come on us like an ice-a.\e, shattering what

is frozen inside our skulls and spirit. ... the

major text, work of art. musical

composition, the 'news that stays new ', asks

not only for understanding reception. It

demands reaction. We are meant to act

'anew ', to translate echoing response and

interpretation into conduct ... The play, the

fiction, the Cezanne still-life so complicates,

so dislocates from banality, so quickens our

movement inward and our turn to the world,

that we differfrom before. The strata, the

landscape of our perceptions have been,

minutely or as by an earthquake, realigned.

Such dislocation can be unsettling, even

painful. Hence the exasperated resistance to

much ofmodem art, music, poetry: to the

atonal and the non-representational

.

... If there is in ourselves sufficient room for

ripening, sufficient openness to eventuality,

these mutations of audition, of vision, of

cognition, these new imports into

remembrance and aspiration, will translate

into action.

... The bidding of the archaic torso ofApollo

in Rilke 's famous poem, 'Change your life ',

has been for me at the heart ofmeaning.

"

Murray McCartney, art patron, critic, editor,

writer, publishing consultant and now the

editor of Gallery, will inject new ideas and

different emphases into the magazine. I

wish him, and all of you, all the best for the

future ... and many works of art that come

on you iike an ice-axe". Chinja maitiro

/

Izenzo guqula. The art of Zimbabwe will

outlast us all.

The Editor



Tapfuma Gutsa, Shoko Risina Musoro
(Words Without Meaning), 2000 (detail)

Beaux Arts, the leading French art magazine,

invited Gallery to submit 1000 words on the state

of art in Zimbabwe as we enter the 21st century.

Though too short to even attempt such a subject,

this article will be published in Beaux Arts and

the two works will be on show in Paris in the

accompanying exhibition, 'Art in the World 2000',

from 8 September to 8 November. Barbara Murray

writes about the resonant contemporary work of

two Zimbabwean artists.

A Bag
During the last two decades of the twentieth century art in

Zimbabwe has broken away from the comfort of traditional myths

and the romanticism of the pre-industrial. The contradictions

erupting from two opposing value systems — African socialism and

global capitalism— have led to intense confrontations loaded with

bitter memories, basic necessities and great hopes which are

reflected in our contemporary art. It is a passionately engaged art,

tempered by intelligence but with little space for cool intellectualism

or detached conceptualisation; the concerns are raw, the emotions

deep, the materials specific, the implications local as well as

universal.

Due largely to the lack of any coherent systems of art education,

exhibition or criticism in our country, it is not possible to speak of "a

movement'. Zimbabwean artists tend to be lone individuals. They

survive alongside a mass of others, more craftspeople than artists,

who cater for the preferences (usually decorative, "primitive" and

'exotic' ) of tourists who dominate the local art market. This

commercial influence is particularly strong in a country where

poverty is a constant threat. The audience for innovative art in

Zimbabwe is extremely small. Neither state galleries and art

institutions nor corporate organisations support anything in the least

controversial. Those Zimbabwean artists who have something

important, usually disturbing, to say are fighters and survivors in a

difficult environment. Their existence as artists is both remarkable

and extremely tenuous.

Tapfuma Gutsa and Berry Bickle stand out as leaders in Zimbabwe's

art at the start of the new millenium. Through their skill, their

commitment and their will to challenge perceptions and cross

boundaries, they are both mentors and iconoclasts. They both use

specifically Zimbabwean materials to create installations which are

resonant with echoes, warnings and questions.



Tapfuma Gutsa, Shoko Risina Musoro
(Words Without Meaning), 2000,
installation (and details)



Tapfuma Gutsa's work rejects the complacency and nostalgia of

'Shona' sculpture and directly confronts the contemporary. In a

recent installation, Shoko Risina Musoro (Words Without Meaning),

Gutsa places a series of stone slates in a circle around a ceremonial

strip of black cloth which leads to a mirror. Each slate is inscribed

with a traditional Zimbabwean motif: land, cattle, water, man,

builders' tools, woman as mother, kumusha (home). With simple

clarity they suggest the unbreakable stone tablets, the cultural

commandments, the defining circle. The gaps in the circle may

indicate room for other values, spaces for escape, or fissures through

which the unwary may fall. Is this a protective circle or a

confinement? Static or dynamic? Painted on each grey slate, in

vivid red, is a large, bold X — ambiguously both the signature of

identity (the voter's mark) and the symbol of negation. Is this a sign

of selection or rejection? The individual, standing in his/her

ceremonial place, encircled by the age-old emblems, faces a past —
two broken clay vessels filled with earth at his/her feet— and a

present— a 'self staring back from the mirror

The viewer can step into this ceremony of identity. Gutsa singles

out the individual. This is not a communal exercise despite the

strong presence of the extended family and community (the two

central values in traditional black Zimbabwean culture) in the stone

slates. The individual must stand alone and contemplate his/her

position. Multiple contrasts reverberate through the installation: the

stones on the ground and the mirror at eye-level; the group of

emblems and the single mirror; the real physicality of clay, earth,

stone and the transient illusion of reflection.

Entering Shoko Risina Musoro, choosing to see one's reflection

within that circle, is an act of disturbing self-examination. Is one

linked to the evoked cultural ethos and/or to the modem
interventions that alter it? Is one a part of this circle, an escapee, an

invader, an unwanted or a welcome guest? How do one's own

values mix with others? Gutsa offers an experience in self-

knowledge, recognition, respect and tolerance, and a challenge to

identity. It is a place of questions.

Berry Bickle's recent work. Sail and Ashes, offers another approach

to the complexities of a society in struggle and transition in the year

2000. The artist is here concerned with an experience of

community. The central form is composed of an old bicycle and a

small cheap suitcase. The bicycle, suspended, broken, is a mere

skeleton, bandaged together. Hanging beneath it are the blackened

remains of a suitcase, flung open, its charred contents falling into a

bent and rusted vessel. Intimations of no-longer functioning

systems, of destroyed memories and possessions, perhaps with

possibilities of repair or healing.

Beneath this icon of devastation, plates and household dishes are

arranged for a shared meal. Pairs of clay feet— some pale, some

dark with writings — evoke fleeting presences, ghostly absences.

These torn fragments bring a sad stillness, a bitter anguish;

reminders of beaten feet, tortured bodies; symbols of flight;

remainders of a community which, despite unspoken horrors, join

this ceremony. They gather in quiet order around battered vessels

that contain no sustenance but only salt and ashes. White salt and

black ashes. Black salt and white ashes; some spilt. Ash and salt

must be shared. The objects hold their multiple meanings within

them; simple objects, simply placed, invoking many histories.

Underlying this work is an old folk saying: To live together you

must share a bag of salt. The blue rectangle that centres the

installation perhaps indicates that possibility; living together in spite

of and because of shared pain and loss.

As we begin the twenty-first century, the long-dreamed-of and

courageously-fought-for Zimbabwe as a country of freedom and

development is as elusive as ever. The contemporary art of

Zimbabwe, however, offers significant insights into the perplexing

labyrinth of our reahty.

Berry Bickle, Salt and Ashes,

2000, installation
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Berry Bickle, Salt and Ashes,
2000, installation (details)

All photo credits: David Brazier
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One Zimbabwean artist took it upon himseif to use art against tyranny

during the recent Zimbabwean generai eiections.

Chaz Maviyane-Davies :

Thirty days of graphic activism
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The project began on 25 May — the day the voter dehmitation

zones were announced— and went on for 30 days— the eve of the

elections. By spending an hour or two a day on a simple graphic

comment related to our situation, 1 felt I could contribute something,

through the positive use of design, to bring about some awareness of

the abuse and violation of our rights being perpetrated in Zimbabwe.

Also, given the absolute lack of voter education/information around,

which should be the duty of any responsible government (except

ours, as this would contradict every aspect of their violent

campaign), I also wanted to disseminate ideas, put them out there for

interested civic rights groups and individuals to harvest and even use

in some way if they could.

Although I wished I could have spread these images farther and to a

wider audience through another medium, I was personally inhibited

by the exorbitant cost of printing. The internet at least gave me an

opportunity and means to share ideas and hopefully connect with

those who can print/publish and distribute. Often these people are at

a loss in garnering the relevant professionals to help them effectively

present their messages and information to enable them to react to

and counter the terror and disinformation that engulf us.

Design is my weapon and Zimbabwe is my country and our cries

need to be heard amidst the greed and jostling for power. If design

can be used to sell jeans and perfume then I will use it to fight for

democracy and against injustice. I found it was also the only way to

keep my sanity in the centre of an absurd and dangerous situation.

Faced with a voters' roll in a mess and many other irregularities

meaning that scores of genuine citizens would not have a voice,

there were and remain the daunting problems of intimidation and

violence that cast dark shadows over whole process and over the

future.

18b

abstention
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the coffin
of democracy

Has YBiu vets

21b

I began by designing one commentary per day but, by the eighth

day, felt that I needed to 'step it up a few gears' and create at least

two commentaries per day with the focus specifically on the

elections. This was intended to offer something, sooner rather than

later, through encouragement and to try to debunk the myths being

perpetrated by the so-called war veterans/ruling party supporters.

A worrying aspect of this terror campaign was the threatening of the

rural populace with retribution, implying that their vote is not secret.

In other societies where voter education is taken for granted this

notion is laughable. But here, where there is no such information

and where the State which runs the election is the same institution

that terrorises you, you can sense the fear that abounds. Their

message was chillingly clear: vote for us (if you are allowed) or you

suffer and die.

In my soul I believed that, against all odds, the people of Zimbabwe
could muster the spiritual resistance and vote to ensure a living

legacy without fear for themselves and their children, because this

was clearly about good against evil. The alternative was and is

suicide.

My approach was simple: to appeal to the courage, dignity and

righteousness of our intentions and hope that this would inspire

positive action.

After the elections

The election results, well, is a glass half-full for the optimist and

half-empty for the pessimist? It doesn't take a brain surgeon to see

that where subversion was at its highest so too was the vote for the

ruling party. While the rest of the country voted for change, it seems
that these victimised 'blood' hostages had no option but to vote for

their safety. As international observers came, noted and left, the
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ruling party's strategy was intact— a blind man could smell the pain

and suffering of those disenfranchised by fear.

The living trauma remains etched on our psyche as we watch the 'fire

breathers' now trying to wash their blood stained hands and

expecting us to wipe them dry. This political sanitation is supposed to

confer a 'clean bill of health' on this government allowing them to

repeat the atrocities, again and again, because they believe they can

get away with them. This is another tragedy for Africa as another

election passes uncensured.

Though many might see the election results as some sort of

achievement because we now have a 'legitimate' opposition, who lies

under the 30 plus graves, and who once lived in the hundreds of

homes burnt to a cinder, and who are the thousands carrying scars of

terror'? The illegitimate opposition'? I don't consider myself a

pessimist but I do feel disappointed and cheated as I can't help

feeling that under proper conditions of stability, peace, law and order

with free access to communicate with the rural electorate, the ruling

party would have been flattened at the polls and we might have had a

new start.

Our rulers understood this from the onset, so being the oligarchy of

ruthless wisdom that they are, they took their cue from the 'freer and

fairer' referendum of a few months ago, which they lost. They

realised that they couldn't leave these things to chance again,

especially if the nation doesn't want and need you anymore.

The rest is history as we seem condemned and bound to a few more

years of the same misrule, deceit and rampant corruption. Now we

are expected to try and move on with a collective arrmesia of what

we've been through and accept that this is how it is.

Although I personally came to no harm, I will not readily forget the

images of those who died and were violated simply because they

wanted to be heard and counted. They deserve better

The response

The support, encouragement and response to the graphic

commentaries over the 30 days was overwhelming, often emotional

and touching. As a project, this has been a completely different,

exhilarating and stimulating experience for me — a marathon of

activism.

Through their participation and solidarity, those who received the

graphic commentaries managed to make them breach the globe.

Outside of just the internet, some of them were used in the local press

and made into flyers as voter education material. Others were used

to accompany press and magazine articles from South Africa to the

UK. Some are to be used in post election articles from Sweden to the

USA. Some will be used for their historic and aesthetic value from

Canada to Italy. They were also used daily on the entry page of the

Movement for Democratic Change (MDC), the main opposition

party, website as well as countless other sites including

www.weekofcompassion.org where they have had thousands of hits.

There is some interest in creating posters and calendars of the

images. From screensavers that flickered all over the capital to

Power-point presentations, the commentaries seem to have struck a

note out there and confirmed my faith in the power of images for

democracy, human rights and development.

Where to from here? Who knows? Like millions of others, I brace

myself for an uncertain future hoping I'lat in some way my graphic

commentaries will have helped bear w ess to our continuing

struggle against oppression.

As we watch the clock go back in time, li re must be done for truth

and justice or we will forever abide in ou ^elf-destruction.
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NOTES (Written at the time the commentaries

went out):

Commentary 1 — The eye in the sl<ull is the

shape of Zimbabwe.

Commentary 5 — Haven't you ever noticed the

similarity of moustache between dictators past

and present?

Commentary 6 — You'll have to remind

yourself of an international advertising

campaign.

Commentary 8 — As over 8000 people have

fled from the violence and terror in their

villages and homes to become refugees in

their own country, from their own government.

a friend from abroad recently commented that

"things seemed to have calmed down a lot in

Zimbabwe", This is for him.

Commentary 9

violence.

- This one is for the victims of

Commentary 16b — Thousands of eligible

voters, fearing the worst, are leaving the

country for the duration of the polls This is for

them.

Commentary 18b — Mass intimidation is

taking its toll as many feel (for fear of

retaliation) that they do not want to be seen at

the polling station, let alone vote This is for

them.

Commentary 19 — The original symbol and

current nickname for the ruling party is

'Jongwe', which means cockerel.

Commentary 20 — The churches have been

conspicuous by their silence on State

sponsored violence. Abraham Lincoln once

said: "It is a sin to be silent when it is your duty

to protest"

Commentary 21b — T-shirts are a life and

death matter in Zimbabwe. Wear an

opposition T-shirt and you become a walking

target The ruling party (ZANU)'s T-shirl. on the

other hand, allows the wearer and any

common criminal the right to loot, raid, plunder

and murder while offering them immunity from

the authorities

Commentary 22abc — The state media,

subsidised by Zimbabwean citizens, has been

wholly conscripted to fight the ruling party's

election campaign, as its staff obey

unquestioningly with a rabid zeal that bears no

conscience. This government mouth-piece's

total contempt for the truth and disrespect of

humanity, insults our intelligence and is the

journalism that Goebbels would have admired.

This mental pollution would be laughable it the

situation weren't so serious.

Commentary 23b — The redeployment of the

5th Brigade into Matebeleland has added a

psychological twist to the State's continued

intimidation campaign. In the 1980s the

infamous 'red berets' were responsible for the

notorious Guliurahundi campaign that left

thousands of Ndebele dead and the entire

area traumatised.

Commentary 24a — The government 3 weeks

ago ordered the printing of 250 million

Zimbabwe dollars so that the ruling party could

borrow funds to finance its election campaign.

It has already depleted the Z$76 million it was

allocated for the election by parliament

because funding armed farm invasions and

intimidating the masses is not cheap if you

need to win at all costs in order to sustain self-

serving corruption. For those unfamiliar with

our currency, the watermark on our notes is

actually a Zimbabwe bird.

These images^JBrPcreated flncBnfllBBtSrthrough the positive

being perpetrated in Zimbabwe during the 2000 elections. Given t

also served to disseminate ideas for interested civic rights

Our cries needed to be heard amidst the greed and jostling for

disenfranchised by fear.
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Commentary 25b — What had always been

known, but which has become even more

clear in recent weeks, is why Robert Mugabe
sent our troops to die in a war that has nothing

to do with us, let alone one that we can afford.

Oryx, the mining company with a $1 bn

diamond concession in the Congo, had to

cancel its flotation on the London stock market

amid mounting controversy about the role of

gems in fuelling African wars. Under the terms

of the Mbuji Mayi concession. Oryx and the

Zimbabwean government each receive 40 per

cent of future dividends The Congolese

government takes the rest It is understood

that the ruling party (ZANU) has also bought

shares in the company

Commentary 26 — The few international

observers that the government has allowed to

come to Zimbabwe are finding out very quickly

about the obstacles, of all kinds, thought up

daily, to impede their mandate and hoodwink

them. Besides the blood already shed, the

ultimate deterrent to any free and fair election

is the threat of war and the purges promised to

the masses should they decide to vote with

their hearts. The fear etched on rural faces is

the antipathy of freedom and says it all.

ll'

"I
Commentary 27b — The police pretend to be

paralysed in stopping the wave of violence

sweeping across the country. Yet their

complicity with the violaters is their worst kept

secret, as they have not even made one arrest

in the cases of the 30 people murdered so far

even though many of the killers of farmers and

opposition are known to them. In contrast our

gallant' enforcers recently broke up. at

gunpoint, a UNDP-funded 'Meet the (MDC-

woman) candidate' session and arrested

everyone They also ironically boast about the

spate of arrests of unarmed defenceless

prostitutes, never considering that, if they

adhered to their constitutional duty, some of

these women would not have fled their homes
to become refugees and beggars in the cities

where they have to sell their bodies to survive.

Commentary 30b — Many of my friends have

asked me to design a commentary on the

power of prayer This is for them.

The Postscript commentary alludes to the

future and to the cover I did for Moto magazine

1 5 years ago. What's new?

\
1
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See: www.maviyane.co.zw
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In Zimbabwe, wherever there are granite

exposures, there are the remains of stone

walls in the hills and among the boulders.

The most skillfully constructed of these

surrounded clusters of round houses built of

clay and thatched. These are the

zimbabwes. The name derives from 'houses

of stone' but came to signify 'ruler's house'

or 'house to be venerated or respected'. As

this indicates, they were royal residences.

Some 250 e.xist. Great Zimbabwe was

preeminent among them, a capital city of

unique magnitude and wealth. This conjures

up many vivid images to a mind formed in

Europe. But in and around its stone walls

there was no place for the market and

commerce of the urban street. There is no

evidence of the choreography of state: no

avenues, axes or vistas; no symmetry; no

spaces for ceremonial, procession, parade or

spectacle. Such ideas are both ethnocentric

and anachronistic. The builders of the

zimbabwes long preceded the absolute

monarchies of Europe and their concerns

were very different. They embodied an

authority beyond physical intimidation or

coercion. They sought seclusion rather than

display. This essay seeks to penetrate

something of the symbolism of their

architecture.

On the strength of a unpublished excavation

of the 1970s, of the houses of a single

homestead, a picture has been built up of

large areas of densely packed houses

containing thousands of people outside the

stone walls of Great Zimbabwe. Given this

density, images are conjured up of a slum

filled with dirt, garbage, stagnant water and

sewage, flies, mosquitoes and all the

diseases that accompany them. This is

certainly unproven and probably false. One

gets a better picture from the descriptions of

the Mutapa capital. Portuguese estimates of

magnitude, be it area or numbers, were

always unreliable but from various accounts

it is reasonable to assume that the Mutapa

capital had something like 4000 inhabitants.

Perhaps we should think of Great Zimbabwe

as four or five times as big. The Mutapa

royal court was numerous: members of the

Mutapa's family and his relatives— many

of whom held specific offices; members of

the dynasty who were also governors of

provinces; advisers, functionaries, praise

singers, drummers, musicians and

bodyguards; spirit-mediums, diviners and

herbalists. Many senior notables of both

sexes were designated 'wives of the Mutapa'

and at one time they even included the

senior Portuguese trade administrator, the

'Captain of the Gates'. These 'wives' lived

in their own dispersed homesteads, 'a stones

throw apart' from each other and together

spreading over several square kilometres. It

is in this sense that one should envisage

Great Zimbabwe. The ruler and his

immediate family would live inside the most

impressive stone walls, first on the Hill and

later in the Great Enclosure. Minor royalty,

senior officials and representatives—
usually senior sons or heirs— of junior and

tributary kingdoms (held almost as hostages

for their fathers' loyalty) would inhabit the

twenty or thirty homesteads behind stone

walls of the Valley. Lesser unwalled

homesteads would have been scattered over

a wide area. All may well have been

envisaged as in some metaphorical sense as

belonging to the royal family as 'the king's

wives'. Great Zimbabwe can be envisaged

as a royal city, an administrative capital or

the channel between the temporal and

spiritual.

The immediate response of outsiders to the

stone walls of zimbabwes is that they must

have been built for defense. The most

cursory examination, however, disproves

this: few walls achieve complete closure;

many are short interrupted arcs easily

circumvented; others surmount cliffs that are

already inaccessible; and there are no

recognisable military features.

The structures achieve their effect through

their massiveness alone. There are no visual

aids to help us read this scale: no columns,

pilasters, or mouldings define or articulate

the granite fabric. The masonry, particularly

in its most refined and dressed form, has a

texture, colour, sparkle, variety and interest

that recreate in an enhanced form the

essence of the granite parent material.

To an eye trained by European historical

architecture. Great Zimbabwe is difficult to

comprehend. There are often the same

difficulties with southern African music.

South African composer Kevin Volans has

said of the latter: "What distinguished

African music from European ... was its

unawareness ofproportion. African music

is not deliberately asymmetric, it has no

precise proportions: patterns are created by

addition not subdivision. In many cases

landscapes
The early architecture of Zimbabwe is a powerful demonstration of the role of

the land in the national ethos. Peter Garlake provides some insights into the

depth of resonance with which Zimbabwe as a nation is currently grappling.

(left) Richie Gunner, Khami

(above) David Brazier, Great Zimbabwe 15



(below and opposite top) David Brazier, Great Zimbabwe

(opposite below) Richie Gunner, Tsindi

repetition is not perceived. The music ends

as abruptly as it begins, like birdsong. No
rhythm is arrived at by calculation ..." (See

B. Chatwin, What Am I Doing Here (1989),

p. 67) This can readily be transposed to

describe the essence of the architecture of

Great Zimbabwe.

In the layout, everything was reduced to the

scale of the individual. Internal passages

and external paths were tightly bounded,

narrow, long and winding, forcing everyone

to walk in single file and thus reproducing

the experience of all travel through the

African bush. In at least one instance, at the

entrance to the Eastern Enclosure, a passage

was sunk between retaining walls and roofed

to be entirely hidden beneath the floor of the

enclosure. Entrances were likewise

unobtrusive, often narrowed and lengthened

by low, protruding, non-structural walls with

curved ends on each side of them. These

'buttresses" also narrow many passages, even

those that are natural clefts in boulders.

Buttresses also serve to define spaces and

mark points of transition. Many have a

vertical slot in their curved ends, again

designed to hold a carved post or monolith.

Small round towers and upright monoliths,

usually of ; stone other than granite and

some with incised decoration in simple

geometric patterns, surmounted the most

1 6important walls.

Even the most important and dramatic

spaces, such as those beside the Conical

Tower, were surprisingly restricted, allowing

for small groups of people at most. Today a

large part of the romantic attraction of Great

Zimbabwe is its solitude and sense of

mystery. Strangely, this was probably

always true. Everything about the

architecture combined to give a sense of

withdrawal. Zimbabwes were all intensely

private places. The mass of the population

had little contact with their interiors.

The power of the Shona states was

demonstrated by the monumentality of their

structures. They speak of conspicuous

expenditure but they speak primarily and

directly of the ability of the states to harness

the manpower, energies and skills of

their subjects, to coerce, organise and

manage them. These are monuments not

only to the rulers who inhabited them but to

the numbers and loyalty, or at least

malleability, of their subjects.

It is now almost universally accepted that

the prime function of th^ stone walls of all

zimbabwes was to serve is symbols of

prestige, status or royal authority. But the

question has never been asked why this

should be so. One must ti\ to penetrate

deeper and try lo discern le source of the

power of this symbolism. .S> nibolism was

as important to the Shona rulers as it was to

any other ruling authority. The symbolism

of a courtly culture, its insignia, dress, way

of life, architecture, the very zimbabwes

themselves, were important agents in the

establishment, acceptance and maintenance

of the kingdom. The choice of symbols was

not random or fortuitous. Zimbabwe

walling may well derive from the way it

expresses a ruler's relationship with the

ancestral land of him and his people.

Most zimbabwes are on or closely

associated with hills, however small, or

around granite outcrops and boulders. Many
natural formations are deliberately

incorporated in their fabrics. The material

from which the zimbabwes are constructed

and the forms the walls take expand and

express the natural forms of the landscape

around them. Many details — the narrow

passages, the curved entrances, the

buttresses and towers— have strong

resonances, even if they are not exact

imitations, of the giant boulders of the hills.

As the stone walls had no structural

function, no need to support roofs, they

wander freely over the landscape,

conjunctions of curves of very different radii

and of very different bulk and height. Seen

from above, they remind one of looking

down on a river— large calm and silent
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pools, minor eddies, swift running currents

and meandering rivulets. There seems to be

no sign of any deliberate planning of any of

the stone walls. There is every indication

that the process of building them was

primarily responsive to location.

As the assurance of the rulers grew, so there

was a greater human contribution to form.

The form of the Great Enclosure is more

assertive, the separation from the landscape

greater The emphasis has shifted from a

reproduction of nature to a

manifestation of human achievement. This

was carried even further in the elaborate

decoration and flamboyance of later

zimbabwes: celebrations of human

ingenuity. Material and its governance of

form always ensured that references to the

land could not be forgotten. All structures

remained responsive to the essence of the

landscape.

The organic forms of the zimbabwes

enhance the granite hills and boulders, echo

their forms and articulate and humanise their

presence. Many if not most such natural

features had a powerful historical, emotional

and spiritual content and significance, and

delineated both current and ancestral

territories and spiritual realms. The forms of

the zimbabwes recreated these markers

explicitly and emphatically. The zimbabwes

embodied and asserted the spiritual and

ancestral basis for the rulers' territories and

authority.

The first step towards understanding the real

significance of the architecture must be to

focus on Shona beliefs. (See D.Lan, Guns
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and Ruin: Guerillas and Si'iril Mediums in

Zimbabwe. 1985.) For the Shona, the dead

of any family, especially the male family

head, remain a living presence, caring for

their weltare, protecliiii: Iheni and

interceding for them in all their problems

and sicknesses with the supreme god.

Prayers and sacrifices are regularly made to

them. The ancestors of royal lineages are

particularly important: on death the heads of

such lineages take for a time the body of a

lion and thus become a 'mhondoro' or lion-

spirit. The mhondoro control in perpetuity

the land they occupied in life, tend its

fertility and bring rain to it.

Land has an important place in Shona

beliefs and perceptions. It belongs to the

ancestors and especially to the first royal

ancestor who occupied or conquered it.

Through his blood descendants it passed to

the current ruler. He "owns" the land in trust

and it always remains inalienable. His

secular authority derives from his power to

manage and allocate land. Land is

experienced through its history, its past

events and associations with particular royal

or family ancestors. Most prominent natural

features and many apparently insignificant

ones — hills, boulders, trees and pools —
may be replete with ancestral associations.

Occupation of land creates emotional bonds

and exists on a spiritual plane. Occupants of

land sacrifice, pay tribute and give some of

their labour to the ruler. A ruler is 'father' to

his people and has executive, judicial and

legislative funcfions. There are historical

indications that they once also had ritual

roles but, probably with the colonial

appropriation of so much of their land and

power, these roles have now passed to spirit-

mediums. Spirits of the land are honoured

everywhere at land-shrines. These spirits are

responsible for the fertility of the land and at

their shrines they are asked to bless the 1 7



seeds and to bring rain; and are later thanked

for the harvest. Several days each month are

dedicated to the spirits of the land and on

them no work is done.

A study of the last surviving network of

traditional shrines in Zimbabwe shows how
the creator god, Mwari, speaks from sacred

rocks and is embodied in these rocks (See

T.Ranger, Voicesfrom the Rocks. 1999). The

rocks are more than the medium of Mwari;

they are Mwari. Thus through those who
serve the shrines, Mwari regulates the world

and human society, makes seeds fertile and

brings rain in due season. Through his

priests, he determines how land shall be

used and the rhythm of agricultural activity.

Through them, he legitimates and ratifies

authority. Political power is interpreted and

understood through the shrines. The belief

that many granite outcrops were shrines of a

god who sustains his people was reinforced

by natural phenomena. Run-off from large

granite outcrops feed sponges and springs at

the foot of the hills. These in turn create

almost perennial rivulets and streams that

become in their turn the headwaters of large

rivers. Shrines have remarkably little

furniture or structures to indicate their

importance: swept areas to provide a dance

floor, a few offerings and little more. The
natural setting is scarcely interfered with.

Though the shrines are now sharply distinct

from the seat.s of secular authority, there is

no evidence that this was always so. Secular

1 8 authority has always sought to associate

itself with shrines and to gain in authority

from this association, often establishing

itself in close physical proximity to shrines.

It is far beyond my competence or desires to

enter into the current land controversies of

Zimbabwe but it does seem to me that the

early architecture of the zimbabwes is a

fundamental demonstration of a long

tradition of seeing the land, inhabiting the

land, imbued with a rich and important

range of meanings, a sacred landscape, a

signifier of history and identity, capable of

being read as a history of a community and

people. What then are the cultural

implications and conseqences of moving

from this essentially spiritual environment to

one that has none of the same traditional

connotations?

(top of the page) Richie Gunner, Mutoko

(below) David Brazier, Great Zimbabwe



'South Meets West' is an international exhibition which brings together the work of artists

from southern and western regions of Africa. It was shown in Accra (Ghana) in November 1999,

in Berne (Switzerland) in April 2000 and will travel to Marseilles (France) and Johannesburg

(South Africa). Yacouba Konate, lecturer in aesthetics at the University of Abidjan-Cocody

in Cote d'lvoire, offers some provoking comments.

Africa inside our hearts
from outside

During his first visit to Africa, a German

scholar, quite surprised to see in Cote

d'lvoire. not only steel and glass buildings,

intercontinental hotels, multi-lane highways

and traffic jams, but also Hegelian. Marxist

and Post-modernist scholars, asked:

"Where is Africa ?"

Paulin Hountondji, a philosopher from

Benin, gave one answer to this question:

"Inside our hearts."

Africa is, as Fernando Alvim says in

Emotional Geography, blowing in the wind.

But winds change. If they do not always

succeed in changing the direction of history,

they do help in altering and reforming ideas

about peoples and countries. A person who

visits Harare, Luanda, Lagos, Abidjan etc

can no longer accept the Africa that is

presented in news bulletins and TV images.

The question is: Will the exhibition "South

Meets West' change the minds of the

Europeans who visit it?

Can one say that the Africa that is portrayed

in the video installations of Kendell Geers.

Tracy Rose or Minette Vari is the Africa

inside our hearts?

In several African languages, the meaning

"it went out my head" is expressed by the

words "he went outfrom my stomach ". Is

this the reference in Minette Van's work?

Vari uses her body as the plastic and

aesthetic support in her video installation,

Oracle. We watch as she swallows pages

and pages of newspaper articles and TV
news images. She swallows 'the news' until

she is saturated. After filling herself so

greedily, she feels sick and she vomits.

Appetite is replaced by disgust. The power

of Minette Vari's work Ues in the play on

ingestion and rejection, on 'gust' and

disgust. What she ingests and what she

cannot digest is our common history i.e. the

"story' of Africa projected in the news. We
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Kendell Geers, Medusa Dreaming,

1999, video installation

Africans are our story and yet we are also

somehow the news we see on the TV. We
can try to reject the images but we can

never vomit all the things we ingest. Africa

has a duty of disgust.

In Kendell Geers' video we experience

another facet of Africa. We watch as a man
is subjected to the piercing cries of a wolf.

He cannot move. In desperation he tries to

block his ears but he cannot escape the

terrible noise. He hears what he does not

want to hear. He weeps but remains silent.

What do we do when the sound of others"

suffering comes to us?

Marcel Proust proposes that 'being adult' is

being able to shut ourselves in our own safe

little room when there are things we do not

want to see or hear. But can we retreat to

the high room of our good conscience?

Can we avoid as Jane Alexander's Bom
Boys do? They seem, like Oscar in Gunter

Grass's novel The Tin Drum, to have

refused to grow up. In their beast-masks

they avoid facing each other. Is the killer

able to face his victim and look at him as an

equal? Doesn't the killer always reduce his

victim to the level of an animal? The

Genocide depicted by Tapfuma Gutsa refers

to this human folly. And, when you see his

work, Hwange, you caimot ask: Where is it

from? How can Africa not be in the mines
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Jane Alexander, Bom Boys, 1998,

105 X 360 X 360cm, mixed media

N'Dary Low (Senegal) or that of Kouassi

Prospero (Benin) which deals with dolls and

fear, are pertinent in showing how a new

generation of artists are reinventing things

and reinterpreting cultural values.

Finally, what is the value of a South-West

meeting where some significant parts of art

in Africa are absent? Firstly, despite

weaknesses, such intra-African shows are

not very common in Africa. Secondly, the

programme tried to launch a team of

curators from Africa and Europe. And,

thirdly, whatever else is necessary in an

evaluation of this kind of interaction, the

main interest of this exhibition is that it calls

dialectically to significant others, as

complement or as contradiction.

where her children die? Africa cannot be

just inside our hearts. Africa is also in our

direct relationship to the world and the life.

Africa appears in the specific arrangements

of time and space which our artists make.

Death in Africa, the death of Africa, is one

of the world's spectacles. It is a popular

show presenting Africa as a playground

where contenders like AIDS and War strive

for goals (see Fernando Alvim's work). The

question is: What is the value of a humanity

which remains only a spectator, which uses

the show of such distant catastrophes to feel

itself definitively superior? What is the

pertinence of a world art system that is able

to exhibit only what fits into and supports its

own continuity? What is culture used for, to

exclude or promote diversity and pluralism?

What I am afraid of is the direction the

winds of globalisation could take. I am
afraid because it seems that many artists

from Africa, artists in Africa, simply adopt

the post-modernist style, juxtaposing video

installations with aleatory constructions.

The single place devoted to painting in this

exhibition does not do justice to the fabulous

art of drawing you see if you visit the

Oshogbo school or to the forms you observe

in so-called naive art. I think that, for

instance, the great sculptural work of

Fernando Alvim, Emotional Geography,

1999, 2 goals, 1 football, 4 corner-posts

with red flags, 2 sets of T-shirts (black

'War' and white 'Aids')
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Nicole Bailey visits a new venture

in the Zimbabwean art scene

A iCurprise package

(main photograph) Surprise Art Centre,

front, with Sphere by Coster iVIkoki

(superimposed on top) Coster IVIkoki,

Saxophone, 2000, approx 80 x 35 x 35cm,
found objects
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Halfway to Shunigwi, 1 5 kilometres from Gweru, deep in the rural

heart of the Midlands Province, you might say we are 'miles from

anywhere'. Turning off the main road at the 'Surprise' signpost, we

pass an old farmstead on the right formerly owned by the Cloetes,

then the Tunmers. The days of a flourishing dairy and tobacco bams

are now history, but the remaining farmhouse and sheds would

inspire a Tannerhill watercolour. The dirt road meanders through

hilly Msasa country with views as far as the eye can see, then over

the railway track, turn right and there it is, in the middle of the bush,

the surprising Surprise Art Centre.

The derelict trading store at the old Surprise railway siding has been

completely refashioned and reborn as an Art Gallery / Artists'

Studios with a thriving Bottle Store / Cocktail Bar / Braai area and

garden. Motivated by the lack of any sort of art gallery in Gweru.

by a desire to draw the local community into the pleasures and

challenges of art, by a wish to share their own private collection, and

the need to encourage local artists, Nicole and Tapfuma Gutsa are

creating something totally unique in Zimbabwe. They are writing a

new history for the area.

The complex is built according to Tapfuma's design — his early

years at his father's knee and later qualification in building skills

coming in handy. His late father's building team constructed the

basics and Midlands artists themselves were actively involved.

Nicole Gutsa shows me round the centre pointing out their various

contributions: Samuel Musharu, an electrician at Zimasco, did the

wiring; Nicole made the triangular punched metal light fittings;

Coster Mkoki welded the burglar bars and metal doors; Joseph

Munemo carved most of the drums in the bar; Desmond Phiri made

the metal bar stools, and Tapfuma added the painted, cow-dung

pillars and the wall designs.



Tapfuma Gutsa, Mbarakwacha
{African Policeman), 1996,
approx. 90 X 45 X 25cm, wood

(above) The turn-off on the Gweru —
Shurugwj Road

(left) The Bar with pillar by Tapfuma
Gutsa and Cafe Afrique by Henry
Thompson behind

The Gutsas' personal collection of art is displayed along with other
works by local artists providing a veritable catalogue of regional
talent. Above the main entrance, high on the roof, is a metal
saxophone by Coster Mkoki. Flanking the opening to the cocktail
bar are two sculptures by Coster Mkoki and Tapfuma Gutsa and just
mside the door, a stained wood piece by Gerry Dixon called Tuning
Fork. Iron masks by Danny Ncube hang on the grape-coloured wall
beside the bar and, opposite, there are two paintings from Henry
Thompson's Cafe Afrique series. I am green with envy!

Stepping out into the garden, we are greeted by a stone sculpture by
Bernard Takawira, Arthur Fata's Plant Form and Alex Lee's metal
cockerel, among many other works. One of Alex's paintings hangs
in the Bottle Store along with a photo-collage of family and friends
and a tongue-in-cheek sign: 'Rastas are not Allowed'. There is

Josie, an acrylic and pigment by Nicole, and also mounted posters of
past worldwide exhibitions. The support and encouragement the
Gutsas have given to artists shines.

Nicole leads me to a storeroom where acrylics and oils by Stephen
Williams, Rashid Jogee, Daryl Nero and Edna Zichawo are propped
against the wall, amidst drying meaUe cobs, awaiting exhibition.
Mbarahi'acha, Tapfuma's African policeman in wood, guards this
room! Tapfuma's work is everywhere: the Frog in stone, the life-

sized metal goat ready for skinning, a stone sculpture entitled Maize
Cob, the patterned metal door separating the Bottle Store from the
Bar. Someone has mistakenly spray painted the latter but Nicole
assures Tapfuma it will rust again!

An old sekuru drops some naartjies off at diis point and Nicole
thanks him kindly. Outside, in the garden again, there is a braai
area, two tree-houses and a swing for toddlers. Plants grow from a 23



massive plastic Chibuku container and an old shop till is there for

the tinkling. On the verandah, next to the room entirely dedicated

to the display of art, Samuel Musharu's work spills out — an

interesting collection of eleven wire and stone sculptures.

Samuel was bom in Gweru in 1966, a self-taught artist who

works full-time as an electrician at Zimasco in Shurugwi. In

1997 he participated in the 'Landmark' show of Midlands artists

at the National Gallery in Bulawayo (NGB) and the Gweru

Theatre, and won first prize in the Scandia Wire Art competition.

In 1998 he exhibited with the Visual Artists Association of

Bulawayo and in 1999 had works in group exhibitions at Gallery

Delta and at Kunstlerhaus in Cuxhaven, Germany. An immense

amount of ingenuity, care and time is needed to create the intricately

woven, Ufe-sized, wire compositions such as Grieved or The

Harvest. Specific widths of wire are used to calculated effect. For

example, in Local Musician (which is in fact a portrait of Tapfuma),

the face is woven with very fine strands, the beard of heavier wire,

while the hair is structured with chain. Witty social comment

surfaces in Ethnic Cleansing, a small head atop a wire brush, and in

5c Piece, a cross between a rabbit and a Zimbabwe bird! Mermaid

and Prisoner, my daughter's favourite, is a silky beauty locked in

embrace with a plain-clothed man still wearing his shoes.

At the time of my visit to Surprise, The Gallery, a space for

changing exhibitions contains ten paintings by Forbes Mushipe.

Bom in 1963 in Chihmanzi, Forbes was educated in Zambia, came

back to Zimbabwe in 1983 and now lives and works in Gweru.

Married in 1984, he and his wife opened the Glossy Hair Salon

which, with its bright artistic decor, has become a vibrant oasis in

Mkoba 6 township. Mainly self-taught in art, Nicole tells me that

Forbes was at one time employed by Zimglass where he was

inspired to use glass as a medium, chiselling out sculptures from

huge blocks of the translucent material. Unfortunately these glass

works were not on display — perhaps an exhibition to look forward

to at Surprise? In 1995 Forbes, with the support of Stephen

Williams and Voti Thebe, had a solo exhibition at the National

Gallery in Bulawayo and has works in the NGB permanent

collection. In 1997 he participated in the 'Landmark' exhibition

and, in 1999, won 2nd prize in the Midlands 'Artists Against

Poverty' competition. Forbes has works in private collections in

Britain, Italy and Germany. On display at Surprise are bright

acrylics on canvas—Godo (Jealousy), Uchivi Mupenyu (Still

Alive) and The Grace ofa Woman — as well as mixed media

works incorporating found materials, such as Wise Tree /,

employing dried grass and sticks, and Hang Man II with a

full-sized noose attached.

Surprise Art Centre aims to be a lively inspirational

workspace for artists and a welcoming place where people

can encounter and particpate in the arts — a grassroots cultural

venue. The Centre is also being used for social gatherings and

meetings, talks on the environment, HIV/Aids and other conmiunity

concerns, as well as teaching crafts such as pottery and batik. The

Visitor's Book is filling up. Stephen Alumenda, a local artist,

frequents Surprise, would like to exhibit his books and possibly

create a book comer. The Gutsas encourage the community and

artists to interact, experiment and share ideas. Young artists are an

essential ingredient. One recent example is Kevin Tembo who
attends the Emerald Hill School For The Deaf in Harare and who
astonished his schoolmates by showing them the stone sculptures he

had created at Surprise!

The emphasis is on the visual arts but music, drama, performance

and literature form part of the Gutsas' vision. When the Centre was

officially opened in April, Paul Lunga and Jazz Impacto came

through from Bulawayo and, since then, there has been a stream of

local musicians to entertain visitors at the weekends: jazz by

Mitchell Jambo and the Marunga Brothers, the Mystic Power Band

lead by Shadreck Ncube, traditional music by the Tsika Mbira

2 4 Group, reggae with Cool Breeze and reggae, jazz and rock with the

Photo-collage

of family and
friends

(above)

Samuel Musharu,

Mermaid and
Prisoner,

1999, approx

90 X 180 X 100cm,

metal

(right) Samuel
Musharu,
Blindfolded,

1999, approx

70 X 70 X 60cm,

metal



(above) Metal door designed and

made by Tapfuma Gutsa

(left) Bernard Takawira, Watching,

(details unknown), stone

captions: photos all by Nicole Bailey

Honey Boyz. Musicians pay their own travelling expenses and

collect the gate-takings.

Nicole and Tapfuma hope to launch a residency programme for

artists from around the country and abroad. After a concentrated

period of work, these artists would exhibit and interact with the

community and visitors. A quiet space to work is a welcome break

for city artists and Rashid Jogee was the first to take up a temporary

residency. He completed a large canvas and also created two

enormous murals which are now part of the Surprise experience.

Nicole says it would be good to have six artists a year at Surprise,

but they have to be sponsored. The Gutsas have so far put their own

time and money into the project. There is some income, generated

as planned from the Bar and Bottle Store, which goes towards

running expenses. But there is much more to do particularly

building accommodation for visiting artists. More support is

essential if the Centre is to fulfill its potential. It is well known that

NORAD has given money to the local Ministry of Education and

Culture for disbursement to approved art projects and to promote

young artists. Surprise Art Centre tutors and supports many young

artists for free ... but the Ministry says it cannot fund brickwork!

The struggle for funds is hard, and Nicole sighs. While we are

talking, she is anxiously waiting for a phone call from Tapfuma. His

truck has broken down in Mvurwi and he is flying out to Weimer,

Germany, the next day, to join a group of international artists

working on the 'European Citizen", a monument dedicated to the

victims of the Buchenwald Concentration Camp. It's hard to keep

up with what the Gutsas are doing, have done, and plan to do.

Surprise Art Centre is well worth a visit. Deep in the heart of

Zimbabwe, it is contrary to all expectations.

Gallery Delta's 'Colourfields

Africa' exhibition runs until the end

of August. Gallery Delta is sending

an exhibition of paintings by

Zimbabwean artists entitled 'Colour

Africa'to the City of Munich,

Germany. Opening on 14 September

and on show through October will be

works by Misheck Masamvu. Luis

Meque. Patrick Makumbe.
James Jail. Ishmael Wilfred.

Lovemore Kambudzi. Richard

WitlkanI and Shepherd Mahufe.

The National Gallery in

Bulawayo continues to show

Thatha Camera. In August/

September there is a solo exhibition of

paintings by Tomy Ndebele and

following this in September will be a

solo show of work including

innovative ceramics by VotI Thebe.

Remember to enquire about other

events such as auctions, concerts, craft

fairs and talks on at NGB.

The Rosselli Gallery at 39 Hughes

Street in Masvingo is open and

welcomes visitors to view its

changing collection of local paintings

and crafts. Contact Nicky Rosselli on

(039)64019.

National Gallery in Harare

is showing Amabuku a display of

work by African illustrators curated

by the Alliance Frangaise and in

September, the World Press Photo

exhibition alongside work by local

photographers including Tusha

Basho. David Brazier and Calvin

Dondo.

The Gallery at 80 Broadlands Road,

Emerald Hill, Harare, will be hosting

work by the lecturers of the Harare

Polytechnic Art Department including

Kate Raath. Chiko Chazunguza.

Sharon Dutton. Elizabeth

Randies. Daniel Karavina. Jonn
Malagala. Andrew Curling.

Martin Hartell. Florence

Mahonde and Cosmos
Shiridzinomwa. Tel: 302683 for

information.

Hissing Tree Gallery run by Dian

Wright has an ongoing programme of

exhibitions. The gallery is at 43

Coronation Drive, Greendale, Harare.

Telephone: 487692 for information.

New on the scene is Miniature

Gallery at 5 Flamboyant Road,

Lochinvar. Harare, where the

miniature paintings of Makiwa

Mutomba are on show. Make an

appointment to visit by telephoning

023-515628. 25
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